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Vision: Researchers and innovators openly share data across technologies, disciplines, and countries 
to address the grand challenges of society.

Goal:  building social, organizational and technical infrastructure to reduce barriers to data sharing 
and exchange 





Specification and Guidelines:  DOI: 10.15497/rda00050

Core Criteria to Normalise Assessment:
• list of indicators for assessing 

adherence to the FAIR principles 
• various evaluation methods can be 

developed
• common understanding of the 

indicators, the maturity levels and the 
prioritisation



 The full list of indicators and report  can be found on the group page

https://www.rd-alliance.org/group/fair-data-maturity-model-wg/outcomes/fair-data-maturity-model-specification-and-guidelines-0
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Zj3Ft9B2FGCw3B_5QQhwpA5jTPYekzt8yra-Bn7vPNk/edit




Target Data Discoverability

Usage Users want to know if any data potentially related to their aim already exists.

Example Scenario User formulates a query and search from available interfaces: “Are there any 
patients aged 65+ who use beta-blockers in combination with verapamil?”  
“Does Diabetes mellitus increase the risk of prostate cancer“

Example Solutions  DataCite (see the example)

Creator, Title,  Publisher, Contributor, Description, resource type, related 
identifiers....(see version 4.3)

List of General Research data metadata standards – see DCC

Related RDA Metrics RDA-F2-01M Rich metadata is provided to allow discovery

https://schema.datacite.org/meta/kernel-4.3/example/datacite-example-full-v4.xml
https://schema.datacite.org/meta/kernel-4.3/doc/DataCite-MetadataKernel_v4.3.pdf
https://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/subject-areas/general-research-data


Target Data Discoverability

Usage Once user search and finds a metadata about the data, they can 
find a reference to the actual data object 

Example Scenario If access rights are granted data identifier resolves data

If there is a restricted access, an information page about 
conditions for access

Example Solutions  the identifier of the data is included in the metadata element for example in 
an "about" or "describes" predicate, or a Link Relation such as 
"describes"/"describedBy".

Related RDA Metrics RDA-F3-01M Metadata includes the identifier for the data



Target Data Discoverability

Usage Data repositories publish their metadata in a way that it can be harvested by a 
search engine. 

Example Scenario A web crawler can visit websites and harvest metadata about the dataset. 
Data is indexed and registered in a searchable resource.

Example Solutions  Metadata could be included in a landing page where it can be harvested by a 
search engine.

Related RDA Metrics RDA-F4-01M Metadata is offered in such a way that it can be harvested and 
indexed



Target Get information about how to access data.

Usage Once a user knows about the existence of the data set and can access 
metadata, the metadata contains information about how to access the data.

Example Scenario Users check the metadata and get information about the requirements and 
actions that need to be taken for accessing the data.

Example Solutions  Describe  (i) restrictions to access the data (i.e. access to the data may be 
open, restricted or closed), (ii) the actions to be taken by a person who is 
interested to access the data, in particular when the data has not been 
published on the Web or (iii) specifications that the resources are available 
through specified authentication/authorisation system.

Related RDA Metrics RDA-A1-01M Metadata contains information to enable the user to get access 
to the data



Target Manual access to metadata 

Usage Human users can read the metadata

Example Scenario Users find a data set and want to read the metadata

Example Solutions  provide documentation, landing page, a catalog.

Related RDA Metrics RDA-A1-02M Metadata can be accessed manually (i.e. with human 
intervention)



Target Manual access to data

Usage Human users can access to data

Example Scenario User sends an e-mail to the data owner, or click on the landing page, or call 
by phone

Example Solutions  Describe how to access the data inside the metadata description

Related RDA Metrics RDA-A1-02D Data can be accessed manually (i.e. with human intervention)



Target Semantic interpretably of the data and metadata

Usage Machines and humans can understand the meaning of the information

Example Scenario Data and metadata objects use standardized vocabularies. Each of the 
vocabularies used in the metadata is documented and resolvable using 
globally unique and persistent identifiers.

Example Solutions  Standard vocabularies and ontologies, e.g. SNOMED, ICD, Medra....

Related RDA Metrics RDA-I2-01M Metadata uses FAIR-compliant vocabularies

RDA-I2-01D Data uses FAIR-compliant vocabularies



Target Data sets can be connected / linked other data or reference resources

Usage Users can understand the content of data

Example Scenario Data provides reference to a lab measurement and its normal value range.

Example Solutions  Providing persistent identifiers of other resources  with specification of the 
relationship role

Related RDA Metrics RDA-I3-01D Data includes references to other data

RDA-I3-02D Data includes qualified references to other data



Target Relations between data sets can be discovered

Usage Users can discover relevant data sets

Example Scenario Principle investigator of a clinical trial has also other clinical trials

Example Solutions  Providing persistent identifiers of other resources with specification of the 
relationship role.

Related RDA Metrics RDA-I3-01M Metadata includes references to other metadata

RDA-I3-03M Metadata includes qualified references to other metadata



Target Understand the relationships between data sets

Usage User can understand the specific relationships between data sets

Example Scenario dataset X is derived from dataset Y : dataset X is meta analysis from dataset 
Y

Example Solutions  Providing persistent identifiers of other resources with specification of the 
relationship role

Related RDA Metrics RDA-I3-02M Metadata includes references to other data

RDA-I3-04M Metadata includes qualified references to other data



Target Understand the scope and context off the data

Usage Users can know how data is curated

Example Scenario Data sets provide the contextual information about how data is produced, 
such as experiment protocols, patient inclusion and exclusion criteria

Example Solutions  Provide information to protocol, describe inclusion, exclusion criteria, etc.

Related RDA Metrics RDA-R1-01M Plurality of accurate and relevant attributes are provided to 
allow reuse



Target Legal reusability

Usage User can understand what are the legal and ethical restrictions

Example Scenario User can access the licence and understand if they can use this data for 
developing commercial products, or if they require ethical approval.

Example Solutions  Metadata includes licence information (for sensitive data additional ethical 
restrictions)

Related RDA Metrics RDA-R1.1-01M Metadata includes information about the licence under which 
the data can be reused

RDA-R1.1-02M Metadata refers to a standard reuse licence



Target Data provenance

Usage User knows where the data comes from, what are the applied transformations

Example Scenario Users can explore the source database, who curated, which data sets are 
merged, any data reductions, applied major data cleaning tasks (replacing 
missing age, etc.)

Example Solutions  Using standards such as PROV to describe the data provenance

Related RDA Metrics RDA-R1.2-01M Metadata includes provenance information according to 
community-specific standards

RDA-R1.2-02M Metadata includes provenance information according to a 
cross-community language
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